We report the first systematic search for blazars among broad-absorption-line (BAL) quasars. This is based on our intranight optical monitoring of a well-defined sample of 10 candidates selected on the criteria of a flat spectrum and an abnormally high linear polarization at radio wavelengths. A small population of BAL blazars can be expected in the 'polar model' of BAL quasars. However, no such case is found, since none of our 30 monitoring sessions devoted to the 10 candidates yielded a positive detection of intra-night optical variability (INOV), which is uncharacteristic of blazars. This lack of INOV detection contrasts with the high duty cycle of INOV observed for a comparison sample of 15 'normal' (i.e., non-BAL) blazars. Some possible implications of this are pointed out.
INTRODUCTION
Blue-shifted broad absorption-line (BAL) troughs seen in the optical/UV spectra (Weymann et al. 1991 ) of ∼20% of QSOs are interpreted as the covering factor of the BAL outflow in the orientation based models, or as the duration of BAL phase, in a QSOs life in the evolutionary models (e.g., Pâris et al. 2012 , and references therein). The outflow speed is found to be as high as 0.3c (e.g., Hamann et al. 2018) . In ∼ 1/7th of BALQSOs, the thermal plasma outflow is accompanied by ejection of a pair of relativistic plasma jets which can extend to kpc scale (Becker et al. 2000) . Inferring the orientation of the jet axis from the spectral/structural radio properties as a statistical indicator has revealed no preference between the postulated equitorian (Cohen et al. 1995; Murray et al. 1995; Elvis 2000; Proga et al. 2000) and polar (Punsly 1999; Becker et al. 2000; Zhou et al. 2006; Ghosh & Punsly 2007; Doi et al. 2009 ) configurations for the BAL outflows (see, e.g., Jiang & Wang 2003; Brotherton et al. 2006; Gregg et al. 2006; Bruni et al. 2013; Kunert-Bajraszewska et al. 2015) . Although, both configurations may conceivably exist in a single BALQSO (e.g., Brotherton et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2012) , the polar configuration would have a more direct bearing on the relativistic jet, given the likelihood of a physical interaction between the ⋆ E-mail: sapna@aries.res.in (SM) outflowing BAL clouds and the jet on the inner parsec scale. Since the radio flux of such compact relativistic jets, when pointed near the line of sight, would appear strongly Doppler boosted, the polar outflows of absorbers should be frequently observed in those BALQSOs whose radio spectrum is flat or inverted, and this indicator has been employed in several studies (Becker et al. 2000; Montenegro-Montes et al. 2008; Bruni et al. 2012) . Additional examples of such BALQSOs with aligned jets have been found through radio flux variability (Zhou et al. 2006; Ghosh & Punsly 2007; Montenegro-Montes et al. 2008; Doi et al. 2009 ).
Interestingly, Fanaroff-Riley type II radio morphology is ∼ 10 times rarer among BAL quasars, compared to normal quasars in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) (see Gregg et al. 2006) . The core dominated flat-spectrum subpopulation of radio-loud quasars, called FSRQs, has a subset, namely blazars, which is characterised by parsec-scale relativistic jets of strongly Doppler boosted nonthermal radiation often showing superluminal motion, in addition to rapid flux variability and a strong (p opt > 3%) optical polarization which is highly variable(e.g., Fugmann 1988; Lister & Smith 2000) . Another well established exceptionality to blazars is their strong intra-night optical variability (INOV), of amplitude ψ > 3-4% with a duty cycle of around 40-50% (Gopal-Krishna & Wiita 2018, and references therein) . This opens up the possibility to confirm the blazar nature of the BAL quasars which are known to exhibit at least some radio properties that are commonly associated with blazars and hence may be regarded as manifestations of the polar model of the BAL phenomenon mentioned above. Here we shall apply the INOV test to a well-defined sample of 10 radio-loud BALQSOs exhibiting blazar signatures, namely a flat/inverted radio spectrum and a large radio polarization that locates them in the high polarisation tail for BAL quasars (optical polarimetric data on radio-loud BALQSOs being even scarcer, at present). This selection process makes our sample particularly suited for making a search for 'BAL-blazars', in contrast to a previous INOV search which was focussed on BAL quasars selected on the criterion of radio loudness alone and was found to show only a muted INOV (unlike blazars, e.g. see, Joshi & Chand 2013) .
THE SAMPLE OF BAL−BLAZAR CANDIDATES
Our sample of 10 BAL−blazar candidates for intranight optical monitoring was derived from 6 publications reporting 56 radio detected BALQSOs (Table 1) . Out of these, we have selected all 10 sources which have a positive declination, an SDSS-r band apparent magnitude, m r < 19, a flat or inverted radio spectrum (i.e., α > −0.5, Becker et al. 2000) and a radio (linear) polarization p r ad > 3% (Table 1 ). The choice of the p r ad = 3% threshold is based on the distribution of median fractional polarization of the radio core, measured for 387 AGNs, by multi-epoch VLBI at 15 GHz (figure 1 in Hodge et al. 2018 ). This distribution consists of a single large bump peaking at p r ad (15 GHz) = 1.5%, followed by a sharp drop setting in at p r ad (15 GHz) ∼ 3.0%, and finally culminating in a low-amplitude tail which extends up to p r ad (15GHz) = 9%. This high polarization tail of FSRQs is strikingly similar to the distribution of p r ad (15 GHz) found for BL Lacs, which is plotted in the same figure 1 (Hodge et al. 2018 ) and for which the median value of p r ad (15 GHz) = 3.5%. Hence, it seems reasonable to expect that at least some of the flat-spectrum BAL quasars falling within the high polarization tail would turn out to be the putative BAL−blazars.
INTRANIGHT PHOTOMETRIC MONITORING
Photometric monitoring of each of our 10 BAL−blazar candidates was performed on 3 nights, adding up to a total of 30 intra-night monitoring sessions (details in the online tables 1 and 2). For 25 of the 30 sessions we used the 1.3-meter Devasthal Fast Optical Telescope (DFOT), equipped with a Peltier-cooled Andor CCD camera which has 2048 × 2048 pixels of 13.5 µm size, providing 18 arcmin field-ofview (FoV) on the sky ). For another 3 sessions the 1.04 meter Sampurnanand Telescope (ST) was used, which is equipped with a 1340 × 1300 pixel liquidnitrogen cooled PyLoN CCD of 20-micron pixel size, providing a 6.8 × 6.5 arcmin FoV (Sagar 1999 (BAL−blazar candidate) was monitored in 3 separate sessions continuously for a minimum duration of 3-hours, in a sequence of 5-10 minute long exposures. At least 2 or 3 comparison stars were also recorded on each CCD frame, enabling differential photometry of the target AGN relative to the comparison stars which were chosen a priori on the basis of their proximity to the AGN, both in apparent magnitude and the location on the CCD chip (online table 1). Preliminary image processing (bias subtraction, flatfielding, and cosmic-ray removal) was performed using the standard packages in IRAF 1 . Aperture photometry was carried out using the task DAOPHOT ii (Dominion Astrophysical Observatory Photometry software, Stetson 1987) . Signalto-noise ratio was found to peak for a photometric aperture radius nearly 2 times the seeing disc whose FWHM was determined by averaging the profiles of 5 fairly bright, unsaturated stars recorded in the same CCD frame. The measured instrumental magnitudes were then used to derive the 'differential light curves' (DLCs) of the target AGN relative to two (steady) comparison stars, as well as the star−star DLC for the session (see Goyal et al. 2013 , for details of the procedure). In (Hall et al. 2002) ; Col. 6: r-band magnitude from SDSS;
Col. 7: peak flux density at 1.4 GHz; Col. 8,9: peak flux density and luminosity at 150 MHz; Col. 10: spectral index ( fν ∝ ν α ) betweeen 150 MHz and 1.4 GHz; Col. 11: radio loudness parameter R = f 5GHz / f 2500Å ; Col 12. fractional polarization (frequency); Col. 13: reference code(s). 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Following Goyal et al. (2013), we applied the widely used F η test to the DLCs of the target AGN relative to the two comparison stars (s1, s2). The parameter F η computed for the two AGN DLCs, is defined as:
Here V ar(q − s j ) is the variance of the 'AGN−j th comparison star' DLC, where j=1,2 and σ i,err (q−s j ) are the photometric error of the N individual data points in the DLC (as returned by the DAOPHOT routine). For each of the two DLCs, i=1 to N and η = 1.5(see Goyal et al. 2012) . For each of the two DLCs of the target AGN, online table 2 (Column 7) compares the computed values of F η with the critical value of F ( = F α c ). The values of α are set at 0.05 and 0.01, corresponding to 95% and 99% confidence levels for INOV detection. If the computed F η for a DLC exceeds F α c , the null hypothesis (i.e., no variability) is rejected at the corresponding confidence level. We thus classify a DLC as variable ('V') if its computed F η > F c (0.99); probably variable ('PV') if the F η lies between F c (0.95) and F c (0.99), and non-variable ('NV') in case F η < F c (0.95) (Goyal et al. 2013) . Column 10 in the online table 2 lists the session averaged photometric accuracy of the measured differential magnitudes η 2 σ 2 err . It is estimated using the two AGN-star DLCs and is nearly always better than 3% (median = 2.0%).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The main result from this study (online table 2) is the nondetection of INOV in any of the 30 sessions devoted to the present representative sample of 10 BAL−blazar candidates, selected on the basis of a flat/inverted spectrum and high linear polarization at centimeter/decimeter wavelengths (Table 1). We shall now compare this result with the INOV results reported in Goyal et al. (2013) for a sample of 24 'normal' (i.e., non-BAL) blazars that were monitored in 85 sessions, also in red filter and subjected to the same F η test. For this, we first need to extract an appropriate comparison sample out of those 85 sessions, in order to minimise the difference in sensitivity achieved for that and the present sample of DLCs. The monitoring for the present sample has been almost entirely performed using the 1.3-m DFOT (Sect. 3), whereas the 24 normal blazars were mostly monitored with the 1.04-meter ST.
Considering this, we adopt the premise that a proper comparison sample of DLCs of the normal blazars should be formed by matching in terms of the rms error found for the (non-varying) "star-star" DLC for a given session. Thus, for the present sample of 30 DLCs of the 10 BAL−blazar candidates, we have built a comparison sample of 28 DLCs pertaining to 15 normal blazars, out of the Goyal et al. (2013) sample, adopting a tolerance of ±0.5% in the rms error mentioned above.
Using the data provided in table 1 of Goyal et al. (2013) we have computed the INOV duty cycle (DC) for the sample of 'n' DLCs of normal blazars, as:
where T i int = T i obs (1+ z em ) −1 is the intrinsic rest frame monitoring duration corrected for the cosmological redshift, z em . K i was taken as 1 for a positive detection of INOV in the i th session, otherwise, it was set to zero. We thus find, the INOV DC to be 41.2% for the comparison sample (28 sessions devoted to 15 normal blazars). This high value is in striking contrast to the non-detection of INOV in any of the 30 sessions devoted to our sample of 10 BAL−blazar candidates.
We now examine the possibility that the strong contrast between the INOV duty cycles found here between the samples of BAL−blazar candidates and normal blazars might arise from the systematic difference between their optical luminosities and/or redshifts ( Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b) ). To check the possible role of luminosity, we turn to the Goyal et al. (2013) sample of 85 DLCs of 24 normal blazars and divide it into two luminosity bins separated in absolute magnitude in B-band (M B ) at M B = −25.0. The higher luminosity (high-L) bin contains 8 normal blazars monitored in 40 sessions and the lower luminosity (low-L) bin contains 16 normal blazars (45 sessions). For a proper comparison between these two sets of sessions, we again apply the afore-mentioned filter of rms matching to within a tolerance of ±0.5%. This led to 37 sessions (8 blazars) from the high-L bin matching in the rms error with 37 sessions (16 blazars) of the low-L bin. The corresponding median M B for these two lu- Eq. 2 we have computed the INOV duty cycles and find them to be 44.5% and 52.0% for the high and low luminosity bins, respectively. Based on this, any decrement of DC with luminosity appears to be marginal. Could the marked contrast between the INOV of the BAL−blazar candidates and normal blazars then be because of the redshifts of the BAL−blazar candidates being systematically higher than those of the comparison sample of normal blazars described above (median redshifts of the two samples are 2.13 and 0.42)? An important consequence of this difference is that, when translated to the rest-frame, the intranight monitoring durations (T int ) are substantially shorter for the sample of BAL−blazar candidates. To seek a clue on this point, we again turn to the afore-mentioned Goyal et al. (2013) sample of 85 intranight monitoring sessions devoted to 24 normal blazars. We divide this dataset into 4 bins of T int , each containing close to 20 sessions. Median values of T int for these bins are 3.0, 4.0, 4.8 and 5.6 hr (Fig. 3) . Computation of INOV DC for these 4 bins (Eq. 2) gives INOV DCs of 44.9%, 47.4%, 50.2%, and 56.5%, respectively (note that each of these estimates is the average of the DCs calculated for the two DLCs of a given AGN, derived relative to the two comparison stars). It is seen that even for the shortest bin of T int (median = 3.0 hr) the INOV duty cycle is 44.9%, which is only marginally lower than the DCs found for the 3 bins of longer duration. Furthermore, there is little evidence that strong INOV is a rarer occurrence in sessions of shorter intrinsic duration (at least over this range of T int ). From  Fig. 3 it is seen that for the shortest bin (with median = 3.0 hr), strong INOV with amplitude ψ 10% was detected in 5 out of 22 sessions, which is evidently not smaller than the corresponding value (7/63) found for the aggregate of the 3 bins of longer sessions.
Thus, in order to reconcile the foregoing analysis with the present non-detection of INOV for the BAL−blazar candidates in any of the 30 sessions (median T int = 1.2 hr) one might postulate a drastic drop in INOV strength for T int 1−2 hrs. Although, such a hypothesis cannot be ruled out at present (see, e.g., Romero et al. 2002; Gopal-Krishna et al. 2011; Gopal-Krishna & Wiita 2018) , and it remains observationally verifiable, the alternative possibility that the nondetection of INOV for the BAL−blazar candidates could either undermine the polar model for the BAL outflows (Sect. 1), or be traceable to some other physical effect associated with that model. For instance, could it be that, as compared to normal blazars, physical conditions in the relativistic jets of BAL quasars are less conducive for strong INOV (as, for example, is their propensity to be incapable of developing FR II radio structures, e.g. see, Gregg et al. 2006) . Origin of INOV has been associated with a zone of turbulence within a parsec-scale jet, just upstream of a relativistic shock, as sketched in Marscher et al. (2008) (see, also, Goyal et al. 2012; Pollack et al. 2016) . Conceivably, the shock induced turbulence in the jets of BAL quasars is not strong enough to accelerate relativistic particles to the high energies needed for the emission of optical synchrotron radiation. Such a scenario would call for a more refined understanding of the physics of interaction of the inner relativistic jet with the rapidly outflowing BAL clouds of much denser thermal plasma, as envisioned in the polar model of BAL quasars (e.g., Ghosh & Punsly 2007) . In parallel to such theoretical studies, it would also be worthwhile to intensify intranight optical monitoring of BAL−blazar candidates in sessions of longer durations.
